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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Dynamicc changes in amplitude are important features used in the perception of 

speech,, music and other sounds. The importance of modulations in 'daily-life' 

signalss has led auditory researchers to pay a lot of attention to the perception of 

sinusoidallyy amplitude modulated signals (SAM). However, most experiments have 

measuredd the modulation detection threshold for SAM. The detection threshold is 

aa measure of sensitivity, and, as such, provides information on the limits of auditory 

performance.. However, the perception of SAM at clearly audible modulation depths 

iss more related to daily auditory tasks. In daily life, the perception of SAM often 

occurss in the presence of other modulated signals, which is known to reduce the 

sensitivityy to SAM. This reduced sensitivity to SAM is not only known to occur 

forr signals exciting the same auditory filters for target and masker (modulation 

masking,, Houtgast, 1989), but also for conditions in which target and masker carrier 

excitee different filters by choosing clearly different carrier frequencies (modulation 

detection/discriminationn interference or MDI , Yost and Sheft, 1989). 

Thee experimental results described indicate that the perception of SAM occurs 

att least partly after fusing the outputs of different auditory filters. Modulations are 

assumedd to be an important factor in speech perception. The intelligibilit y of speech 

forr normal hearing subjects is better when speech is presented in a fluctuating rather 

thann a continuous background noise, when measured at the same signal to noise ratio. 

Thiss decrease in speech masking effectiveness due to fluctuations in the masking noise 

iss known as masking release for speech. When compared to normal hearing subjects, 
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hearing-impairedd subjects benefit less or cannot benefit from the fluctuations in 

thee masking noise. This means that masking release for speech is reduced or even 

absentt for hearing-impaired subjects (Festen and Plomp. 1990). Masking release 

forr speech is generally attributed to a number of factors*. Normal hearing subjects 

mayy experience less difficulties in segregating the speech from the noise due to a 

betterr performance on one of these factors compared to hearing-impaired subjects. 

However,, the perception of speech by hearing-impaired subjects may also be limited 

byy a reduced sensitivity to SAM. Since speech is a highly modulated signal, it may 

bee affected by MDI when presented with modulated maskers. The sensitivity to 

modulatedd signals, such as speech, may decrease more when they are presented 

simultaneouslyy with other modulated signals, such as fluctuating noise, for hearing-

impairedd subjects than for normal hearing subjects. This thesis focuses on the 

relationn between MDI and masking release for speech. Reduced masking release 

forr speech for hearing-impaired subjects may be caused by excessive modulation 

masking.. To test this hypothesis, the work described in this thesis focuses on three 

OiTccLSI I 

1.. Properties of speech and noise signals: in order to investigate in what ways 

noisess are different from speech, the spectral and temporal properties of noises 

inn a large database were analyzed (Chapter 3). 

2.. The perception of SAM: MDI was determined for normal hearing and hearing 

impairedd subjects (Chapter 5). In addition, the perception of SAM was 

determinedd for highly modulated signals (Chapter 6), since speech is a highly 

modulatedd signal and MDI was primarily detected for large modulation depths. 

Thesee high modulation depths may have obscured the actual relationship 

betweenn the two parameters, given the difference in modulation perception 

forr low and high modulation depths. 

3.. Determining the relationships between modulation perception and masking 

releasee for speech: 

(a)) for simultaneously presented signal and masker (MDI: Chapter 7). 

*AA number of possible causes of masking release for speech are mentioned in the literature, 
amongstt which co-modulation masking release and glimpsing are seen as most plausible. 
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(b)) for non-simultaneous presentation of signal and masker (adaptation: 

Chapterr 8). Perception may also be affected by stimuli presented before 

thee target (Tansley and Regan, 1979). For modulation perception, this 

effectt may last longer than time constants given in previous studies (e.g. 

forwardd and backward masking). 

(c)) at time discrete intervals ranging from simultaneous to non-simultaneous 

presentationn (Chapter 9). 




